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This is what happens when, in the chaos of an alien apocalypse where an all-powerful galactic

empire has laid the smackdown on Earth for breaking universal laws on genetic experimentation,

the world's smartest human (sort of) swears to obey the galaxy's greatest assassin (definitely) on

Wednesdays through Mondays, if she will give him Tuesdays in turn. It is a 85,000-word kinky

romantic adventure from the Legend of ZERO series where Rat and Sam struggle to survive the

Apocalypse (and each other) before they meet up with Prime Commander Joe Dobbs and the

human genetic experiments that he's taken under his wing. One of a series of 8 novels and novellas

created to fill the gaps between Books 3 and 4 of the ZERO series, if you're a lover of military sci-fi,

space opera, first contact, apocalyptic adventure, or science fiction of any sort, sink your teeth into

this one and enjoy!
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tl;dr - Wow! Buy it now! Read it, then re-read it. Then, come back and thank me for this advice. Then

buy the first novel in the series for your friends.(some spoilers for the first three novels are in the

review)Sara King says that she is going to change the world by writing powerful, character driven



fiction. She may be right. The Legend of Zero: The Scientist, The Rat and The Assassin (SRA) is

the fourth novel and a worthy sequel in an already strong series. Returning to the powerhouse

strength of the first two novels, the author rapidly immerses the reader in a post apocalyptic Earth,

suffering the attention of nearly impregnable, irresistibly carnivorous (and rapidly breeding)

predators planted on the surface for the purpose of punishing humanity. Guilty of the crime of

replicating the special powers of the most senior galactics in an illegal human genetics lab and

creating hybrids that can challenge the galactic order, the responsible humans appear to be dead

and the rest of us are dying off by the billion(s).Enter our heroes.Poor galactics, they have gone and

really pissed off the wrong Earthers. During the course of SRA the protagonists will have to question

their fundamental assumptions, examine their bedrock relationships and evolve - while avoiding

being eaten. Did I forget to mention treachery? There is treachery. Lots. How about assassins? Lots

of assassins. So many assassins. ALL OF THE ASSASSINS... whom the author cleverly turns into

a resource? And I don't mean the living, ally kind. Brilliant.There is some sexuality expressed in the

book, you know, just like real people - but a stoic military, competence pr0n adventure this is not.

Well! I just finished reading The Legend of ZERO: The Scientist, the Rat and the Assassin, by Sara

King and I hate to say this because it makes all the other books seem like chopped liver (but they

aren't; far from it, in fact!) but each of her books is better than the last.This book is the second in a

series of novellas that were cut from ZERO 4 in order to make it shorter, more manageable and get

our Hero, Joe Dobbs, a/k/a ZERO, in action at the beginning of the book rather than in the middle,

and which author Sara King felt really needed to be told. Having read the previous ZERO books and

the first two novellas, I have to agree with Ms King. I learned much more of this fascinating literary

'Verse and its inhabitants that I would have if the novellas hadn't been published.There were a

couple of things I surmised from reading the other books, so I wasn't at all surprised by them. For

instance, I'd already figured out that _____ wasn't who/what he/she seemed, and whose true

mission was to kill _____, rather than help him/her on his/her mission. I also knew who sent both

characters on that mission, and the purpose of it. I knew that scaly liar was too good to be true!

Besides, anyone with half a brain would know not to trust anything Huouyt.There were many, many

surprises, though! I nearly cried when Rat found _____ dead and realized what he/she was...that

was a HUGE surprise! I always thought he/she was just a hottie _____ _____ lusting after what

he/she couldn't have. Anyway, I was deeply saddened to learn that _____ had been murdered.

Well, that's what the â€œevidenceâ€• says, but that â€œevidenceâ€• may or may not be true. I cried

billions and zillions of trillions of tears anyway, because I really liked that little stinker bug.
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